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SPINS OF Gd153 , Dyl59, AND Prnl4B 

AND HYPERFINE STRUCWRES OF Prnl4B AND Erl65 

Dolores E. Ali 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

June 30, 1964 

ABSTRACT 

153 159 148 Ground state nuclear spins of Gd , Dy , and Prn have been 

measured by the atomic-beam magnetic-resonance flop-in method. The 

spins and nucleon state assignments are 

The 

Gdl53 D;zl59 Prnl48 

I = 3/2 I = 3/2 I = l 

3/2+1651) 3/2-1521) -3 
g7/2(f7/2)5/2 

spin of Er165 was also verified to be I = 5/2. 

148 The hyperfine-structure interaction constants, a and b, of Prn 

and Er165 have also been measured by this method. The results are 

Prn
148 

(I = l) 

a = + 1038(75) Me 

b = - 98(103) Me 

Er165 (I = 5/2) 

a = ± 195(6) Me 

b = + 3502(115) Me 

b/a < 0 

148 165 From the measured interaction constants of Prn and Er , the 

nuclear magnetic dipole moments (f.li) and electric quadrupole moments 

(Q) have been inferred to be 



~ = + 2.07(21) rrm 
I 

Q(uncorr) = + 0.246(251) b 

-vi-

~ = ± ·0.652(29) run 
I 

Q(uncorr) = ± 2.22(9) b 

'"I > 0 '<IV ~ . 

Only the uncorrected quadrupole moments are given because the Sternheimer 

shielding has a large uncertainty. The magnetic moment of Pm
148 

was 
.. 3 

calculated from the (l/r3) value, 4.87/a , and the measured dipole 
0 

interaction constant. 

ment of the magnetic 

165 moment of Er • 

The Fermi-Segre formula.andthe direct measure-

. 167 
moment of Er were used to calculate the dipole 

These experiments have established the sign of the magnetic moment 

f Pml48 t b . . . t. 
0 0 e pOSl lVe. Also, the electronic gJ for the J = 7/2 level 

of promethiumhas been measured, and this value when combined with the 

data for Pm147 and Pml5l gives a weighted mean of gJ =- 0.8278(1). 

The spins of Gdl53 and Dy159 and the moments of Er165 serve as a 

test of the collective-model predictions for th~ nuclear properties of 

deformed nuclei. 148 The Pm measurements are consistent with the shell-

model predictions for the spin and moments of this odd-odd nuclide. 

,. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this research is to obtain information about the 

nuclear structure of·the following rare-earth isotopes by measuring the 

spins and moments: gadolinium-153, dysprosium-159, promethium-148, and 

erbium-165. The rare earths, i.e., elements between Z =57 and 

Z = 71, are members of the lanthanide transition series. In general, 

these lanthanides exhibit interesting electronic and nuclear properties. 

The electronic configuration of lanthanum (Z = 57) at the start of 

th t 't' . . 5d16 2 e ransl lOn serles ls s . After lanthanum, and as the charge on 

the nucleus increases, additional electrons fill the inner incomplete 4f 

subshell instead of the 5d subshell. So, the rare earths have electronic 

configurations of the type 4fn6s 2 or 4fn-l5d6s 2 (where n = l through 14). 

Since the 4f electrons are well screened by the completed 5s5p subshells, 

they do not contribute to the valence properties of the rare earths. An 

explanation for the change of the 4f orbits to internal orbits at the 

l 
beginning of the rare-earth region is given by Mayer. 

Some of the nuclides within the rare-earth region exhibit large 

electric quadrupole moments. Descriptions of nuclear structure in which 

correlations between nucleon motions are neglected--e.g., shell-model 

descriptions--fail to explain the occurrence of these large quadrupole 

moments. Measurements of the nuclear spins and moments of rare earths' 

by the atomic-beam method are useful in determining the region for which 

collective effects are important and in testing the validity of the 

collective model. 
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The results of these atomic-beam experiments on Gdl53, Dyl59, Pm148 , 

and Er165 and interpretations of these results are discussed in Sec. V 

of this paper. Experimental techniques and procedures .related to this 

research are discussed in Sec. IV. 

Background material on theory and methods is included in Sees. II 

and .III. Section II contains the general theory of electronic structure, 

hyperfine structure, and nuclear models applicable to beams measurements; 

and, in particular, a discussion of how the nuclear moments are inferred 

from measured hyperfine-structure separations. Section III contains a 

description of the atomic-beam magnetic-resonance "flop-in" method and 

a discussion of how the method is used to determine spins and hyperfine-

structure separations. 

For the most part, standard notation is used throughout this paper. 

If there are references cited, the notation generally conforms to that 

of the cited r,eferences. Otherwise, symbols and units are defined in 

the text, with the following exceptions: 

The hyperfine-structure interaction constants, a and b, are given in 

units of Me (megacycles/ sec). 

One -24 2 
barn (b) = 10 em . 

The nuclea.r magneton (nm) = 0. 505 X 10- 23 ergs/G. 

The quantities M
3

, MI' etc. refer to the quantum numbers of the 

--7 --7 
z-component of the angular momenta J, I, etc. 

The energy separations between the levels designated bythe quantum 

numbers I and I±l or J and J±l or F and F±l are somethimes written as 
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6WI (Lilli) or 6WJ (.6EJ) or 6WF (.6EF). The hyperfine-structure separation 

6WF is sometimes written a.s b6v. 
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II. ·THEORY 

A. Electronic Structure 

The atoms in a. bea.m a.re separated by relatively large distances, so 

ea.ch a.tom may be treated as an isolated system. The atomic structure, 

resulting from interelectron a.nd nuclear-electron interactions within 

the atom, is determined by solving the nonrelativistic approximate 

Hamiltonia.n2'3 

M £ [J:_ --72 Ze 
2 

--7 --7 ~ .2 
e 

= 2" pl. - - + s ( r. ) .e . • s . ] + LJ 

l"=l ~ r. 1 1 1 ">" 1 r .. l l J= lJ 
+M 

HFS 
(2.1) 

I h th II • • II II "t nteractions whose effects are small, sue as e sp1n-sp1n, orb1 -

orbit," a.nd "spin-other-orbit" interactions, are neglected. 

Perturbation methods are employed in the solution of this noncentra.l 

Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian M is separated into a. central Hamiltonian 

M
0 

and the perturbations MT' MFS' MHFS where 

N 
L [_l:_ p.2 + U(r.)] 

i=l 2j..J. l l 0 

N Ze 2 N 2 
M L: [- - U(r.)] + L: e ( 2. 2) = 

T i=l r. l i>j=l r .. l lJ 

N 
M L: --7 --7 

= s(r.)£. ·s. 
FS i=l l l l 

Here U(r.) is a. spherically synunetric approximation to the actual potential 
l 

I I 

• 

a.t the position of the 'i th electron. M
0

, MT' and MFS determine the elec- "" 

tronic structure of the atom. MHFS describes the interactions between , 
the nucleus of the atom and the fields produced a.t the nucleus by the 

electrons; it is discussed in Sec. II-B. 
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Before the zero-order Schrodinger equation J:i \jr = E \jr may be · ·· o o no 

solved, a. choice of U(r.) must be made; it is limited by these considera.
l 

tions: for small r., when the electron is "inside" the field produced 
l 

by the other electrons, U(r.) approaches - (ze
2
/r.) + C; for large r., 

l l l 

when the nucleus is "screened" by the other electrons, U(r.) approaches 
l . 

- (z - N + l)e2/r .. 
l 

Once an appropriate U(r.) has been chosen, the zero-order Schrodinger 
l 

equation is solved by separation of variables. The total wave function 

* \jr
0 

is a linear combination of products of single-electron wave functions. 

Thus, in zeroth order the state of the atom is specified by the N sets 

of single-electron central-field quantum numbers, n.£m;ns; and the energy 

is determined by the distribution of electrons in then.£ shells, i.e., 

by the electron confi~ration. 

The effects of J:iT and J:iFS on the highly degenerate zero-order energy 

levels are more easily determined if it is assumed that 

(a) the electrostatic interaction of J:iT is stronger than the spin-orbit 

interaction, J:iF
8

; i.e., 

N 2 
L. e 

i>j=l rij 

N 
>> L. 

i=l 
s(r.)1.·~. 

l l l 
(2.3) 

* The Schrodinger equation must be re-solved until "self-consistency" of 

U(r.) and \jr is attained, i.e., "self-consistency" as indicated by the 
l 0 

ca.lculation 

U(r.) 
l 

2 N 2 
Ze + ( L. _e_) 
ri i>j=l rij av 
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(b) the perturbations connect only states of the s8Jlle configura.tion. 

These assumptions are equivalent to: (a) using the Russell-Saunders 

approximation, and (b) neglecting configura.tion interaction. The Russell-

Saunders approximation seems to be valid for many atoms, particularly the 

lighter ones. 

In the Russell-Saunders approximation, the electrostatic interaction 

of MT first 
N 

splits the states of the configuration into "L-S" terms where 
N 

12 
= { z t }2 

i=l l 

and 82 
= { Z t. } ~. 

i=l l 

An 1-S term is (21+1) (2S+l)-fold 

degenerate, since its energy is independent of ~ and MS. 

In general, the electrostatic interaction has nonvanishing matrix 

elements between states of different Russell-Saunders configurations. 

These matrix elements may be neglected if the configurations are separated 

by large energy differences. However, if configuration mixing does occur, 

the perturbation connects only terms of the same 1, S, and parity. 

Whether all 1-S terms obtained from vector coupling are allowed by 

the Pauli principle depends on the particular configuration. When a 

configura.tion contains several terms of the same Land S, other quantum 
. 4 

numbers must be used in addition to 1 and S to distinguish the like terms. 

Inclusion of MFS splits the 1-S term into "fine-structure levels." 

A fine-structure level is characterized by the quantum numbers 1, S, and 

J, where ~2 (-'7 ~)2* J = 1+S. Each fine-structure level is (2J+l)-fold 

degenerate, since its energy is independent of MJ. 

* Departures from Russell-Saunders coupling might occur through the spin-

~ ~ l.J 
orbit interaction since neither 1 nor S commutes with ~Fs' However, to 

the extent that .6E1S >> .6EJ' both 1 and S may be considered "good" quantum 

numbers. 
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At beam temperatures only the ground and low-lying electronic states 

within kT are populated. The electronic ground state of an atom, a.s 

determined by Hund's empirical rules, has 

(a) the maximum value of S consistent with the Pauli principle; 

(b) the maximum value of L consistent with the Pauli principle and (a); 

(c) i. J == 

ii. J = 

J . mln 

J max 

IL - sl if the shell is less than half full; 

L + S if the shell is more than half full. 

Figure l summarizes the electronic structure of an atom; it also 

shows the hyperfine-structure splitting resulting from~HFS" The effect 

of ~HFS is to split the fine-structure J-level into "hyperfine-structure 

levels." A hyperfine-structure level is designated by the quantum 

F~2 __ (I~+ ~J) 2. numbers J, I, and F, where I is the nuclear spin and 

Ea.ch hyperfine-structure level is (2F+l)-fold degenerate. 

B. Hyperfine Structure 

The hyperfine-structure Hamiltonian, ~HFS' describes the noncentral 

electrostatic and magnetic interactions of the electrons with the nucleus .5' 6 

The electrostatic interaction between a finite nucleus and the electrons 

is 

~ 
E 

dT dT 
n e 

where p and p are respectively the nuclea.r and electron charge densities. 
n e 

The remaining symbols are illustrated in Fig. 2. The magnetic effects 

are due to circulating currents, both spin and orbital; the form of the 

ma.gnetic interaction is 
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I cm- 1 ~ 30 000 Me 

I 00 000 crri 1 

LS 

MU-29016 

Fig. l. The usua.l energy-level structure of an a.tom (Russell
Saunders coupling) with typical energy separations and 
associated q_uantum numbers. 
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Nucleus 

MU-24754 

Fig. 2. Nuclear and electron coordinates. 
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lr - r I e n 

dt dT 
n e 

where jn and je are respectively the nuclear and electron current densities. 

Developing the multipole expansions of the electrostatic and magnetic 

interactions simplifies the problem of diagonalizing MHFS = cUM + ME. 

First, the nuclear and electronic radial coordinates are separa.ted by 

using the a.ppr<;)Ximation r >> r e n to expand I r - r ,-l 
e n 

in terms of 

the Legendre polynomials, Pk(e ). Then, the Sperical Harmonic Addition 
en 

Theorem is used to expand Pk(e ) in terms of the spherical harmonics, 
en 

yk·(e n) and 0-(e e). This procedure leads to the expression for MHFS in 

k terms of the 2 -pole interaction 

(2.4) 

where T(k) is an irreducible tensor of rank k dependent only on nuclear 
n 

coordinates and T(k) is an irreducible tensor of rank k dependent only 
e 

on electronic coordinates. The restrictions on the range of k are: 

(a) no k-odd electric-multipole and no k-even magnetic-multipole inter-

actions from parity arguments; and 

(b) no k > 2I or k > 2J, whichever is smaller, due to angular momenta 

considerations. 

Depending on whether k is even or odd, the tensor T(k) is proportional to 
n 

~-I 

.. 
the nuclear magnetic multipole moment operator of order k (i\) or to the 

~ 

nuclear electric multipole moment operator of order k (~). A more complete ~ 

treatment is given by Schwartz.7 
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Since the terms in Eq. (2.4) decrease in magnitude a.s k increases, 

contributions to ~HFS from terms with k > 2 are usually neglected. To 

this approximation ~HFS becomes 

2 2 2 e r 
~ ---7 ---7 - __ n L. 

HFS = ~I·HJ r3 
q=-2 

e 

c( 2)(e rn )c( 2)(e rn) 
q n'~n -q e'~e 

( 2. 5) 

where is the nuclear magnetic dtpole operator (~ = Bohr 
0 

magneton = 0.927 X l0-
20 

erg/G), IS- is the magnetic field produced a.t 

the nucleus by the elect;r:ons~ and c~2 ) (e,cp) =\/¥- Y~2 ) (cos e,cp) •
8 

The first-order approximation to the energy of a. hyperfine-structure 

level (F-level) is given by the diagonal ma.trix element of ~HFS in a 

sui table representation. Since tfu~: hyperfine-structure splitting 

(Mv = .6WF) is small compared with the fine-structure splitting (.6EJ) 

and with the splitting between nuclear energy levels (.6EI""' l MeV), both 

J and I may be considered rigorous quantum numbers. So, the quantum 

numbers IJ~ s::onstitute the four quantum numbers needed to specify a 

state of the atom. In this representation, the diagonal element of 

Eq. (2.5) is 

where K F(F+l) - I(I+l) - J(J+l), 

and 

The magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments are defined as 

~I= (I,MI=II~III,MI=I) 

Q = (I,MI=IIL. r~(3 cos
2 e. - l) II,MI=I) 

i l l 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 
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where the sum· is over protons. The Appendix contains explicit expressions 

for (HJ ) J M =J and qJ for the Hund 1 s rule ground-state term of the config-
. z ' J 

uration £n. 

Generally, it is the interaction constants, a and b, that are measured 

by the atomic-beam method. If the nuclear moments are to be obtained from 

- IlJ f-LI (HJ ) J M =J and b = - e 
2

qJQ, some estimate. 
z ' J 

Several authors have evaluated (l/r3) for the rare 

the expressions a = 

9-ll d earths. Although the quoted uncertainty is usually about 570, the 

(l/r3) values calcula.ted by the several authors differ by as much as 

10 to 15%· 

If the a-values for·two isotopes of the same element have been 

determined, the magnetic moments can be more accurately obtained from 

the ratio 

(2.7) 

Most of the uncertainties from the electronic factors cancel in this 

ratio. The Fermi-Segre formula [Eq. (2.7)] is accurate to within approxi-

mately 1%. Its accuracy is limited by corrections for the finite mass 

of the nucleus, the finite extent of nuclear charge (Breit-Rosenthal 

t . 12- 14) d th. f" •t t t f l t• (Bob correc 1on , an e 1n1 e ex en o nuc ear magne 1sm r-

Weisskopf correctionl5,l6) .. 
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C. Nuclear Models 

Any one of the existing nuclear models seems limited in its rapge 

of application to specific nuclidic mass regions. Except for slight 

overlapping in the region A ~ 25, two of the existing models appear 

to complement each other. The collective model seems qualitatively 

useful in the regions 150 < A < 190 and A > 220, whereas the shell 

* model seems applicable in regions nearer to closed shells. 

1. Shell Model 

In the shell model it is assumed that each nucleon moves independ-

ently of all the other nucleons in a spherically symmetric effective 

nuclear potential, U(r) . 17 Since the average force on a nucleon at the 

center of a spherical nucleus would be zero, the potential U(r) must be 

flat there. Usually U(r) is taken to be intermediate to the harmonic 

oscillator and infinite square-well potentials. 

It is further assumed that each nucleon exhibits a. strongly negative 

spin-orbit interaction. This interaction is included to account for the 

II , 11* occurrence of maglc numbers. Its source may be a two-particle spin-

~ ~ w 
X (p. - p.)} or nuclear tensor forces. 

l J 

~ ~ ~ 

orbit interaction { ( s. + s.) · r .. 
l J lJ 

~~ 

Although the £·s term does not mix single particle states of different 

£, the orientation of £ ceases to be a. constant of motion. For this reason 

* Closed neutron and (or) proton shells occur for the 11 magic" nucleon 

numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126. Nuclides containing "magic numbers" 

of neutrons and (or) protons are particularly stable. 
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the single particle orbits are designated by the quantum numbers n.£j 

--7--7 
Since the .£•s term is negative, the state with 

j = .£ + l/2 lies lower in energy than the state with j. = .£ - l/2 for 

a. given .£. Because of the degeneracy in m., each n.£j level holds ( 2j + l) 
J 

nucleons. Figure 3 shows the energy-level structure for protons a.nd 

neutrons. It should be empha.si·zed that neutron a.nd proton shells fill 

independently. Because of Coulomb interactions, protons tend to favor 

states of higher angular momenta.. 

The single-particle j-va.lues are j-j coupled to form the total 

--7 '\'--72 
angular momentum of the nucleus, i.e. , J = L. j .. 

i l 
The nuclear ground 

state is obtained by pairing the particles in such a. way that their 

effects cancel; i.e., the ground state is formed by canceling the single-

particle angular momenta. and magnetic moments in pairs. Thus, a.n even 

number of nucleons couple their j-values to J = I = 0. 

The spin and moments of a.n odd-A nucleus are those of the last odd 

particle (neutron or proton) . Let j (where r = p or n) be the angular 
r 

momentum of the unpaired particle in the unfilled j-shell. Then 

and 

If r = 

I = J. 
r 

Q Q r 

IJ.I gjrjr - gsr 

+ g.£r 

p (proton), 

g = 5·596 sp 

. (. +l) 
Jr Jr + s (s +l) 

r r 
- .£ (.£ +l) 

r r 
2(j +l) 

r 
. (. +l) + Jr Jr .£ (.£ +l) 

r r 
- s ( s + l) 

r r 
2(j +l) 

r 

g.£p l ' and ~ 
2j + l - 2A. 

2(j + l) 
(r2) 

(2.8) 

' 

I. 

"' 

.. 

~ 
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B2 --~-~~~~------: ----~~~--
50 - _._._Jf -- <------- __ :::< ______ !?;_ 
" --~~ --------~~ ____ _] _____ . -=~--Vz 2 

20 ---------------------------------------------------

_ _} ~ ~ ~ 
~~=-- ~ ~ ~ 

% ~ 

a ---~~-_::------------~---------=-- ·-------~---

~ ~ 

1•----- -----~ 

Protons Neutrons 

MU-21466 

Fig. 3· Energy-level structure of the nucleons (shell model). 

f 
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where 'A._= number of protons in the j-shell and (r2) ""'3/5 (nuclear 

radius)
2

. If r = n (neutron), 

g = - 3.826 ' sn g = 0 ' £n and 19,20 

The value of the nuclear moment f.J.I depends on whether I= jr = £r + l/2 

or .e - l/2. 
r 

The Schmidt limits for a given I= j refer to_those 
r 

values of f.!I obtained from Eq-. (2.8) when J. = .e ± l/2. 
r r 

For odd-odd nuclei it must be determined whether the unpaired 

neutron and unpaired protEm couple their j,-values parallel or antiparallel 

to form the ground-state spin. Nordheim has proposed the following empir-

. 21 
ical coupling rules: 

(Nl) If jn = .e ± l/2 and jp .e ± l/2, then 
n p 

lj - j I < I :5; • + jp n p - Jn 

if j = .e ± l/2 and jp = .e + l/2, then 
n n p 

(N2) 

I lj - j I n p 

There is some justification for the strength of rule N2. An attractive 

short-ranged nuclear force would favor maximum overlap of the wave 

. 22 23 
funct1ons. ' .This would tend to make the intrinsic spins line up 

pa.rallel and, for spherical nuclei, the orbital angular momenta. line up 

antiparallel. Neither of these tendencies is opposed by the coupling 

I = I j - j I . Depending on whether the spin attraction is greater than 
n p 

the. orbital, rule Nl could be modified to read 

I=lj -jl. 
n p 

I = j + j or 
n p 

Brennan a.nd Bernstein have proposed the following modifications to 

the odd -odd coupling rules : 24 

... 

_, 
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If both the proton and neutron systems contributing to the angular 

momentum consist solely of particles or solely of holes, then 

(Bl) I = ljn ± jpl 

(B2) I = ljn jpl 

for J. = £ ± l/2 
n n 

for = £ + 1/2 jn n 

and jp 

and jp 

= .e ± 
p 

= £ ± 
p 

l/2; and 

l/2. 

If one of the systems consists of particles while theother consists 

of holes, then 

(B3) I = I j + j - ll. 
n p 

For odd-odd nuclei in which the neutrons and protons are j-j coupled, 

. 19 20 
the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments a.re ' 

I(I+l) + j (j +l) - j (j +l) 
p p n n 
2(I+l) 

I(I+l) + - (. +l) - j (j +l) Jn Jn p p 
2(I+l) 

where g. and g. are given by Eq. (2.8), and 
JP Jn 

- (2I+l) ![(2jp-2) I (2jp+3) .1]1/2 . . . . -
Q- (2j )! (2I-2)!(2I+3)! W(JPIJpi'Jn2)( 

p 

where~ is given by Eq. (2.8). 

(j -j -I) 
l) n p Q 

p 

(2.9) 

The empirical magnetic moments fall within rather than on the Schmidt 

limits. A possible explanation is the quenching of free-nucleon g-factors 

in a bound state. Values of gsp = 4.0 and gsn = - 2•4 have been 

proposed for the quenched g-factors. 25 However, in calculating the 

magnetic moment of the nucleus ZXN from Eq. (2.8) or (2.9), it is probably 

more exact to use empirical g. values taken from the measured moments of 
J 

odd-A isotopes with the same Z or N. 
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For nuclei far from closed.shells the empirical quadrupole moments 

are markedly greater than those predicted by Eqs. (2.8) a.nd (2.9). This 

indicates that particle correlations must be considered. 

If all the particles in the unfilled shell contribute to the nuclear 

properties (individual-particle model), the predicted ground-state moments 

differ slightly from those of the extreme single-particle model (shell 

d l) 17-19,26 mo e . However, the predicted ground-state spins are essentially 

the same for both models. Still, the discrepancy exists between the 

predicted and empirical moments of nuclei fa.r from closed shells. Config-

ura.tion mixing may account for the discrepancy, but a. nucleus with compli.:.. 

ca.ted configuration mixing might be more easily described by the following 

model. 

2. Collective Model 

A nonspherica.l nuclear "shape," a.s assumed in the collective model, 

would account for a. la.rge amount of configuration interaction. The 

density distribution of the nucleons determines the nuclear "sha.pe." 

If a.t some instant the nucleons in their orbits were to produce a. non-

spherical nuclear sha.pe, it is assumed tha.t their succeeding motions 

would be correlated to preserve the distortion.
18

'
27 

The problem becomes one of determining the motion of the nonspherica.l 

core, i.e., its rotations and vibrations, a.nd the motions of the "loose" 

nucleons in a. distorted field. There is a.n obvious interaction between 

.~1 

the particle and core motions. Particle motions determine the equilibrium .i/ 
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distortion but the distorted field in turn affects the particle motions. 

A clear separation of particle and core coordinates is therefore difficult. 

From the equation of a general nuclear surface referred to principal 

axes within the nucleus, the core parameters t3 andY are obtained: t3 is 

a measure of the nuclear deformation; Y determines the symmetry axis if 

there is one. In t3 vibrations the nuclear shape pulses.but the symmetry 

axis is preserved, whereas in Y vibrations the nucleus loses its axial 

symmetry. Empirically it appears that nuclei exhibit axial symmetry; 

i.e., for the ground and low-lying nuclear states, the nucleus is 

considered to have a symmetry axis (the 3-axis). In the zeroth vibration 

state (v = 0), the nucleus is an oblate·spheroid for Y l! and a prolate 

spheroid for Y = 0. 

Let the l-2-3 axes refer to the principal axes of the nucleus and 

the x-y-z axes refer to space-fixed axes. Then the rotational motion of 

the core is described by the Hamiltonian 

Ji 
rot 

3 
= L: 

K=l 2'-JK 

"" t. l t . 2 ( K 2:rr) where .vK is themomeil.t of inertia and is propor lona o sln Y- 3. 
---7 

Since the moment of inertia about the symmetry axis (~3 ) is zero, R
3 

must be zero. The absence of low-lying rotational states in spherical 

---7 
nuclei is evidence that ~3 and R

3 
are zero. The rotational constants 

of motion and quantum numbers are 

---72 
R = JR(JR+l) 

---7 
R = MR ' z 
---7 

R3 = KR 
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where the subscript R has been added to designate "rotational." The 
J 

associated wave function DMR K is the rotation matrix transforming the 
R' R 

space-fixed axes into body-fixed nuclear axes. 

As previously stated, the particle and collective motions are inter-

related. If there is "weak coupling" as in spherical nuclei, the particle 

motion is solved by shell-model techniques. The average potential, in 

this case, is a function of the coordinates of the nuclear shape; i.e., 

· the partie le Rami ltoni an Jl is 
p 
-72 
p .. 

Jl == L, (...2:. + 
p i 2j.l 

-7 -7 -7 
V(~Y;r.,.e.,s.)} 

l l l 

The particle-core interaction term in the total Hamiltonian is then 

treated by perturbation methods. Weak coupling is shown to be a surface 

coupling; its effects are appreciable only in a region near the surface. 

This re-sults in admixtures of certain single-particle shell-model j-states 

(L>j == 0, ± l, ± 2), making j no longer a constant of motion. 
18 

The strong-coupling limit is of more interest. The nucleus then 

has a spheroidal equilibrium shape resulting from strong correlations 

in particle motions. In the resulting axially symmetric potential, the 

-7 -7 -7 
constants of motion are the total angular momentum (I == j + R) and the 

projections of the particle, core, and total angular momenta on the 

-7 -7 -7 
symmetry axis (j

3
, R

3
, r

3
); i.e., the quantum numbers are 

-7 

R == KR B 

Figure 4 illustrates these quantities. 

K r 2 
== I(I+l) 

.I ... 



.. 
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z 
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Fig. 4. Ground-state angular momenta coupling in a collective
model nucleus. 
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For the ground and low-lying states of the axially symmetric nucleus, 

-7 
where R

3 
= KR = O, it follows that K = n .. On each particle state 

n (= K) there is built a rotational band with K = n constant throughout 

the band. The lowest state has I = K, and higher states in the band 

have I = K + l, K + 2, ... , etc. (This analysis is not valid for 

n = l/2j see references 27 and 18.) 

The nuclear ground-state spin is due entirely to the particle angular 

momentum, Q. The single-particle states XQ are determined by solving a 

Hamiltonian of the.form 

(2.10) 

where the term in 12 
serves to depress the states of high angular momentum. 

For a cylindrically symmetric potential, 

M 
0 

= 
2 
~ v2 + ~ [w2 (l + g o)(x12 + y 12 ) + w2(l- ~ o)z 12 ] 
2~ 2 0 3 0 3 

(2.11) 

where the deformation parameter 0 = (~)l/2~ is a measure of the devia-

tion from spherical symmetryj x 1, y 1, z 1 are particle coordinates in the 

nuclear coordinate system. 

With the subsititution s =~ x 1, etc., M
0 

separates 

spherically symmetric term~ and a term Ms;, which represents 
0 u 

into a 

the coupling 

-7 
of the particle to the deformation axis. Although j 1 is the only angular 

z 

momentum operator that commutes with the total Hamiltonian M, the angular 

-72 -7 -7 
momenta £, £z 1' and sz 1 

expanded in terms of the 

0 

all commute with M . 
0 

basis vectors for ~ , 
0 

The Xn are then conveniently 

which are !N£1\L:), where 

A+ L: = n, and N (= n 1 + n 1 + n 1) is the total number of oscillator 
X y Z 

quanta., i.e., 

I .. 
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28 
The coefficients a£A for given 6, N, and st have been tabulated. 

(2.12) 

Asymtotically (6 ~ 0.3), xn approaches the state INnz,M:). The 

Nilsson single-particle orbits shown in Fig. 5 are labeled by the asymp-

totic quantum numbers, n(±)[Nn ,A]; the (±) sign refers to the parity of 
z 

Since the particles fill successive orbits in pairs, the spin of an 

odd-A nuclide is given by the angular momentum n of the last unpaired 

particle. 

For odd-odd nuclei it must be determined whether n and n couple 
n p 

parallel or antiparallel to form the ground-state spin. Gallagher and 

Moskowski have proposed the following odd-odd coupling rules, based on 

the assumption that the intrinsic spins favor parallel alignment: 29 

(Gl) 

(G2) 

K==n +n 
p n 

K == In - n I p n 

if n 
p 

if 

== A ± L: 
p p 

n == A ± 
p p 

and n == A ± L: ; 
n n n 

L: and n == A + L: 
p n n n 

Both the single particle and core' contribute to the magnetic moment, 

i.e., 

evaluated as 

(2.13) 

Asymptotically it becomes (except for n == l/2) 

(2 .14) 



_£_ 
n w,.(6} 
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Fig. 5· Energy-level structure of. neutrons for neutron numbers 
N = 82 to N = 126 (collective model). 
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where the upper sign applies if n = A + l/2 and the lower sign applies 

if D = A - l/2. The collective gyromagnetic ratio gR is usually taken 

to be z/ A. It has been suggested that gR ""' zj A for odd-Z and gR ""' Z/2A 

for odd-N. 25 

Expressions for the magnetic moments of odd-odd nuclei similar to 

Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) are given elsewhere. 19 '
20 

The particle contribu-

tions add algebraically, since each particle is more strongly coupled to 

the core than to the other particle. 

The particles and the core contribute to the quadrupole moments of 

odd-A and odd-odd nuclei. If the nuclei are highly deformed, then the 

particle contributions may be neglected; he., 

Q << Q particle c 

where Q , the quadrupole moment of the core, has the following dependence 
c 

on 5: 

4 2 l Q =- R Zo(l +- o + ... ) (2.15) 
c 5 2 

with R
2

""' (1.2 X l0-l3)
2A2/3. The measured quadrupole moment is the 

projection of Q on the space-fixed axes, i.e., 
c 

Q = p Q (2.16) 
Q c 

where the projection factor is 

I(2I-l) 
= ....,...( I-+~1---) (,--2--'I +,__3~) 

for I = K f l/2. 
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Some estimate of o is needed in order that the quantities I, 11, or 

Q may be determined for a. particular isotope. A "theoretical" estimate 

may be obtained from Nilsson's deformation curve (Fig. 6)_; an "experi

mental" estimate may be obtained from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) and the 

measured Q of an appropriate isotope of the same element. 

• 

lj,i 
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Fig. 6. ·Deformation vs mass number (after Mottelson and Nilsson). 
The solid line represents the theoretical deformations obtained 
by minimizing the total energy. The experimental deformations 
are calculated from observed E2 transition probabilities. 
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III. ATOMIC-BEAM MAGNETIC-RESONANCE "FLOP-IN" METHOD 

Figure 7 is a. schema.tic diagram of a.n atomic~ beam magnetic-resonance 

machine. Atoms evaporated from the oven (0) must traverse a. magnet system 

to reach the detector (D). The magnet system consists of three magnets 

(A, B, C) arranged in the order shown: the A and B magnets are strong-

field inhomogeneous magnets; the C magnet is a. homogeneous magnet whose 

field strength may be varied. 

Superimposed on the constant C field is a. weak oscillatory magnetic 

field produced by a. radio-frequency loop (rf) in the C-ma.gnet region 

(Fig. 8). Th~.perturbation of the oscillatory field induces transitions 

which may change the state of the atom. To understand these transitions, 

it is necessary to consider the effects of external magnetic fields on 

an atom. Discussion of the "flop-in" and "magnetic-resonance" features 

is therefore postponed until Sec. III-B. 

A. Interaction of a.n Atom with External Magnetic Fields 

In an inhomogeneous field the atom suffers a. deflection proportional 

to its effective moment, its speed, and the gradient of the field: 

---7 
Let W be the potential energy of an atom in an external field H. Then 

the deflecting force is 

---7 ---7 
F = \lW 

---7 
If the atom's magnetic moment is 1-1, then 

---7 ---7 
W = - 1-l'H = - 1-1 H eff 

• 
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Fig. 7· Schematic diagram of an atomic-beam machine showing 
possible tr-ajee-tories (top view). 

0 = oven 
A) B) C = magnets 

D = detector 
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Fig. 8. Radio-frequency loop to induce tra.nsi tions. 
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~ ~ 

where f.Leff is the component of f.l along H. This leads to 

and, in general, 

~ cW i=tH ~ 
F = - dH v = f.l eff\!H 

cw 
f.leff = - dH (3 .l) 

Consider an atom whose nuclear spin is I and whose electronic sta.te 

is J, The Hamiltonian that describes its interaction with an external 

field H ( = Hk) is 

Ji 
ext 

(J.2) 

where -2o I 0.927x 10 erg G). 

~ ~ 

If the magnetic interaction of I and J is much stronger than the 

magnetic interaction of either one with the external field (weak-field 

~ ~ 

limit), then I and J strongly couple to a total angular momentum 

~ ~ ~ 1..1 
F = I + J. The perturbation <»ext removes the ~ degeneracy of an F-level. 

In an IJ~ representation the first-order magnetic splitting is 

w(l) !J-o~H[- gJ 
F(F+l) + J(J+ l) - I(I+l) 

~ 2F(F+l) 

- gi 
F(F+l) + I(I+l) - J(J+l)J (J.J) 

2F(F+l) 

= f.lo~HgF 

This corresponds to a Zeeman effect. 

~ ~ 

If the magnetic interaction of I or J with the external field is so 

~ ~ ~ 

strong that I and J precess separately and rapidly about H (strong-field 

~ ~ ~ 

limit), then only the components of I and J along Hare effective. In 
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the strong-field limit, which corresponds to a. Pa.schen-Ba.ck effect, the 

rigorous quantum numbers are IJMIMJ. Instead of Eq. (3.3) the first-

order magnetic splitting becomes 

(3.4~ 

Similarly, instead of Eq. (2.6) the energy of a. hyperfine structure level 

becomes 

WHFS = (IJMIMJIMHFSIIJMIMJ) 

. b[3M~ ~ J(J+l)][3~- I(I+l)] 

aMIMJ + 2J(2J-l)2I(2I-l) 

(3.5) 

Neither the Zeeman nor Pa.schen-Ba.ck approximation is valid for 

intermediate fields. The energy levels of the Hamiltonian M = MHFS+Mext 

are obtained by direct dia.gona.liza.tion, i.e., by solving the secular 

equation IMmn - Eomnl = 0, where Mmn = (M:i:M~IMIMIMJ) or 

Mmn = (F'~IMI~), depending on which representation is used. Since 

~ ~ ~ lJ 
Fz = Iz + J;z. commutes with <H, matrix elements between states of different 

Except for the case I or J = l/2, the secular equation is of higher 

degree than the second. The complex computational problems of direct 

dia.gona.lization may be avoided by using perturbation theory to obtain 

the approximate energy levels. In this case, the perturbation is either 

Mext or MHFS depending on whether the external field is relatively weak 

or strong. 
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The Zeeman and Pa.schen-Back approximations allow a schematic Breit-

Rabi dia.gram of energy levels vs field to be drawn. Since the magnetic 

quantum number ~ = MI + MJ . is conserved, levels of the same ~ never 

cross. The Breit-Rabi diagram for an atom with I == l and J == 7/2 

will be seen in Fig. 32. 

B. Determination of Spin and Hyperfine Structure 

In a "flop-in" machine (Fig. 7) the A and B magnets have their 

gradients and fields in the same direction (z direction). An atom 

deflected from the axis by the A magnet must then undergo the transi-

tion in the C region to be refocused by the B magnet. 

If a flop- in transition occurs, the atom follows path ®in Fig. 7. 

Otherwise, it follows path CD and does not reach the detector. A stop-

wire (S) in the B region further prevents atoms of small deflection 

(fast atoms) from reaching the detector. Under these conditions, the 

occurrence of a flop-in transition, or resonance, is indicated by an 

increase in intensity at the dete<::tor. 

The effective moment of an atom in the strong fields of the A and 

B magnets is given by Eq_s. (3.1) and (3.4), i.e., 

where the g
1 

term is neglected, since Thus, an observable 

flop-in transition corresponds to the transition MJ ~- MJ. 
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Transitions between hyperfine-structure magnetic sublevels are 

subject to the selection rules for magnetic-dipole radiation. 6 For 

weak C fields these are 

DMF 0 and & = ± l 

or ~ = ± l and & = 0, ± l 

For strong C fields the_ selection rules are 

or 

and DMI = ± l 

and DMJ = ± l 

The ~ = 0 transitions are possible only if there is a. component of 

the oscillatory field parallel to the fixed C field; the 6M = 0 
J 

transitions do not correspond to observable flop-in transitions. Multiple 

quantum transitions, for which IDMI is greater than one, may occur in 

violation of these selection rules.5,30 

To induce transitions between an initial level ,(i) and a final 

level (f), the frequency of the rf field must be in the neighborhood 

of the frequency for which the maximum proba.bili ty of tra.nsi tion occurs .5'30 

For single quantum transitions (6MJ = ± l) the optimum frequency is the 
w. - wf 

Bohr frequency v = l h for double quantum transitions (6MJ = ± 2) 

the optimum frequency is v = 
wi - wf 

2h The amplitude of the rf field, 

proportional to the rf current, also affects the resonance intensity. 

The Breit- Ra.bi diagram of Fig. 38 shows observable double quantum 

transitions for the system ·r = 5/2 and J = 6. 

, 
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Spin Determination 

Experiments to determine nuclear spins are usually conducted at low 

fields where the Zeema.n approximation is valid. Consider the weak-field 

transitions LF = 0, ~ = ± l. From Eq. ( 3. 3) the transition frequency 

is 

v 
00 = 

J..l. H 
0 

h 
F(F+l) + J(J+l) - I(I+l) 

gJ 2F(F+l) (3.6) 

where the term in gi is neglected. If values for J and gJ are available, 

e.g., from optical spectroscopy data., the Zeeman freq_uency V
00 

is a func-

tion only of I, since F = II+ Jl, II+ J- 1l, ••• J I I - Jl. With 

reasonable values for the nuclear spin, e.g., nuclear model predictions, 

Zeeman frequencies may be calculated for each F. By exposing the beam 

to each of the calculated Zeeman frequencies and noting the particular 

frequency (or frequencies) for which resonance occurs, the correct value 

of the nuclear spin is determined. 

Hyperfine-Structure Determination 

Information about the hyperfine-structure separation 6v is obtained 

at intermediate fields where neither the Zeeman nor Paschen-Back approx
. J..l. H 

0 
imation is valid. Since 6v and - gJ h are of comparable importance 

at these fields, second-order contributions to the energy of a magnetic 

sublevel must be considered. 

From perturbation theory the second-order contribution to WF,~ is 

(F,MFIM' I F+l,MF) (F+l,~lclt' I F,MF) 
= ----~----~~~~~--~~--~~~ 

WF - WF+l 
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where is the pertur:bing Hamiltonian and M• has non-

vanishing off-diagonal matrix elements only for l>F = ± 1 and ~ = O. 

Thus, at intermediate fields the frequency of a & = 0, ~ = ± l 

transition is "shifted" from Zeeman by terms quadratic in H, i.e., 

where f 1 (IJgJ) and f 2(IJgJ) correspond to the matrix 
w 

The hyperfine structure separation is 6vF,F±l = F 

given by Eq. (2.6). 

(3.8) 

elements in Eq. (3.7). 
- WF±l 
h 

where WF is 

Intermediate fields are determined experimentally. First,. to identify 

the transition, the field is set sufficiently low that the resonance 

frequency corresponds to the Zeeman frequency. Then, the field is made 

successively higher until resonance for the particular transition is no 

longer observed a.t the predicted Zeeman frequency. 

At the intermediate field a resonance search is conducted by spanning 

a frequency interval around v
00 

in integral steps until resonance occurs. 

From the observed resonance frequency and Eq. (3.8), an estimate of L>v 

may be obtained. If I> l/2 or J > 1/2 (or both), 6v contains two 

interaction constants, a and b. In this case, "shifted" resonances are 

needed for at least two F-states in order to estimate a and b, or L>v. 

More accura:te values of a. and b are obtai,ned from higher-order 

perturbation theory or direct diagonalization of M = MHFS + Mext • 

Reference 20 contains expressions for the third-order contributions to 

the transition frequency, v. Direct dia.gonaliza.tion is performed by a 
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7090 computer program, HYPERFINE-3. 31-33 As part of its input the program 

requires starting values of a and b in addition to the resonance frequency 

and field data. It converges on final values of a and b consistent with 

the data. The program yields as part of its output final values of a 

2 and b, a "goodness of fit" parameter X , and frequency residuals. The 

frequency residuals are the differences between the experimental frequencies 

and the program's theoretical frequencies. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL TERMINOLOGY, PROCEDURES, AND APPARATUS 

A. Terminology 

In a. resonance search, rf exposures a.re alternated with direct-beam 

(DB) exposures for normalization purposes. An rf exposure is a. five-

minute, exposure with the stopwire in position; a. DB is a. one-minute 

exposure with the stopwire removed. Resonance intensities a.re then 

given as % DB. 

Some indication of the percentage of flappable atoms in the beam 

is given by the "throw-out" ratio, 

FB/DB 

where the FB (full-beam) exposure is a one-minute exposure with the stop-

wire removed and the magnets off. 

The observable transition in the highest F-sta.te is designated a.s 

the ex transition; in the next highest F-sta.te, as the !3 transition, a.nd 

so on. For normal ordering, the highest F-sta.te is F = II+ Jl; the 

next highest F-sta.te is F = II+ J- 11, and so on. 

B. Procedures and Apparatus 

l. Beam Production and Detection 

The radioactive materials used in this research were produced in 

thermal-neutron reactors: the Pm148, Dy159, and Gd153 in the Materials 

Testing Reactor at Area, Idaho, where the maximum flux is 5 X 10
14 

n/cm
2
/sec; 

the Er165 , in the General Electric Test Reactor at Va.lleci tos, California, 

where the flux is 9 X 1013 n/ cm
2 
/sec. 
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Generally, following irradiation the sample is sealed in a.n oven; 

the oven is then inserted into the beams machine and heated by electron 

bombardment to produce a. beam of atoms. The beams machine is described 

in detail by Brink.. 34 Photographs and a. sketch of the machine appear 

in Figs. 9 through ll. The preliminary steps to beam production are 

described below. 

The oven "assembly" consists of a. tantalum oven with a. 10-mil slit, 

a tantalum inner liner, and a press-fitting lid. Tantalum is used 

because it does not readily react chemically with the rare earths. The 

sample is placed in the sharp-lipped inner liner before being sealed in 

the oven to prevent creeping. Figure 12 shows the oven "assembly." 

For insertion into the beams machine, the assembled oven is placed 

in an "oven loader." The oven loader contains the filament of 10-mi l 

thoriated tungsten; a ground plate; and a. platform, on which the oven 

sits and to which the high-voltage lead connects (Fig. 13). 

Once the oven loader is inserted into the machine and the oven

chamber pressures are 10- 5 (or less) rmn Hg, the filament is supplied 

with 6 A of current and the voltage is slowly raised until a beam appears. 

(The ground plate prevents stray heating of the area surrounding the oven.) 

Detection is accomplished by collecting the atoms on platinum foils. 

Platinum has a. relatively high and reproducible collection efficiency for 

the rare earths. After an exposure, the foil is removed from the machine 

and pla.ced in a. continuous-flow ~-counter to determine the collected 

activity. Figures 14 and 15 show the detector and counters. One of the 
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ZN-4376 

Fig . 9· Atomic-beam machine viewed from detector end . 
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ZN-2590 

Fig. 10. Atomic-beam machine and shielded glove box attached 
to oven end . 
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MU-14271 

Fig. ll. Sketch of the atomic-beam machine. 0 = oven loader; 
E = calibrating oven; A, B, C, = magnet yokes; F = radio
frequency loop; G = stop wire; H = hot wire; D = detector; 
J = LN traps. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of source oven. 
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ZN-4380 

Fig. 13. Oven loader f or the atomic - beam machine with) from 
left to right) manipulator "fingers)" platform) oven) oven 
inner liner J oven lid) and ground plate (above lid ) . The 
manipulator 11 fingers 11 attach to the manipulator of the 
shielded glove box (Fig . 10) to allow placing the assembled 
oven on the platform of the oven loader . 
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ZN- 2936 

Fig . 14. Detector: platinum foi l s (0 . 001- inch) a.nd button 
holder . 
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ZN -3712 

Fig. 15 . Beta counters and associated electronics . 
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t3-counters generally has a lower "background" than the others (e.g., 

5 counts/min vs 9 counts/min) and is therefore used for the rf exposures. 

Several factors contribute to counter "background, 11 such as cosmic radia.-

tion, radiation fields in the laboratory, electronic noise, and even dust. 

2. Field Calibration 

The magnetic field is measured by observing resonances in a. cali

brating isotope, K39 . Values of the electronic and nuclear properties 

of K39 are 

I = 3/2 J = l/2 ' 
6v = 461.71971 Me 

This information allows tabulation of resonance frequency vs field for 

the flop-in transition (F = 2, ~ = - l ~ 2, - 2). The C field is set 

by keeping the frequency of the rf field fixed and varying the current 

through the C-ma.gnet coils until the K39 resonance is observed. Some

times a. harmonic of the rf frequency is present and leads to spurious 

resonances. However, doubling the rf frequency and observing whether 

the resonance disappears will determine whether the field has been set 

correctly. The value of the C f'ield, corresponding to the K39 resonance 

frequency vK' is read from the tables. 

A beam of potassium atoms issues from a potassium oven, which is 

attached to the end of a. stainless steel tube containing a. heating coil. 

The potassium oven is lowered into the machine whenever the field is to 

be set or checked. Usually the C field is checked after every fourth DB 
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sj_nce the field tends to drift. If the field. is pulsing, as a result of 

the fringing field of the Bevatron, it is checked more often. 

The potassium beam is detected by a surface ionization detector. 

As the atoms strike the hot tungsten wire, they are ionized in the ratio 

where I is the ionization potential and cp is the work function of the 

tuhgsten·wire. (The hot wire is operated at 8 A.) After the ions are 

collected, the current is measured by a Keithley electrometer. Currents 

-12 -11 
for direct beams and resonances are about 5 X 10 and 10 A, respectively. 

The potassium oven holds about 4 g; this supply of potassium lasts 

hundreds of hours if bad pressures or a 11 burst of air11 do not cause 

oxidation of the potassium. Since there are no valves to isolate the 

oven chamber from the rest of the machine, a crimped foil in the button 

loader, overheating of the diffusion pumps, or rapid insertion of the 

stopwire, etc., could ruin the pressures. Also, at bad pressures the 

hot wire becomes contaminated; however, 11 flashing 11 the hot wire at 10 A 

will remove the contaminants. 

3. Radio-Frequency Measurements 

The rf equipment is shown in Fig. 16. Tuning stubs are placed along 

the cable leading from the oscillator to the rf loop so that the power 

into the loop may be· optimized by adjusting the length of the line. An 

rf milliammeter, placed as close to the loop as possible, indicates the 

power. 
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ZN -437 5 

Fig . 16 . Radio-frequency e quipment . 
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Resonance intensities seem to be fairly independent of rf power. 

beyond a certain minimum. The minimum depends on the frequency used 

and is about 20 mA for frequencies up to 210 Me. With the Rohde-Schwarz 

oscillator (range: 275-2750 Me), satisfactory resonances are obtained 

if the oscillator registers ~ 5 watts and the rf meter registers from 

5 to 10 mA. There seems to be no possibility of overpowering. 

A Hewlett-Packard electronic counter registers the oscillator 

frequency to within l kc. Plug-in units are available which allow 

frequencies up to 500 Me to be read directly. Higher frequencies are 

beat with the Hewlett-Packard transfer oscillator, and the. beat frequency 

is then measured by the frequency counter. The oscillators are constantly 

monitored during an rf expoeure, since. they tend·to drift 5 to 10 kc over 

a five-minute period. 

The accuracy of a resonance frequency measurement is limited by the 

accuracy of the oscillator (o:::l 20 kc) and the line width of the machine 

(o:::l 150 kc). Although the uncertainty principle and Doppler shift contri

bute a few kc, the line width of the machine is due mostly to the inhomo

geneity of the C field. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Spin of Gd153 

Optical spectroscopic results indicate a ground electronic configura

tion of 4f 7 5d
1 

for gadolinium. If the electrons are R-S coupled, the 

probable ground term is 9D. The Russell-Sa.unders gJ values for a 9D 

term agree with those measured in an atomic-beam experiment on stable 

Gd158 and confirmed by Cabezas for the J = 2, 3, 4, 5 levels. 35 

Hein and Voigt measured the half life of Gd153 to be 236 d.36 

Experiment 

The radioactive isotope Gdl53 was produced by neutron irradiation 

of natural gadolinium metal ( 0. 2% abundant in Gd152) in the Materials 

Testing Reactor at Area, Idaho. A six-week bombardment of 200 milligrams 

of the metal (a < 180 barns) at a flux of 5 X 1014 neutrons/ cm2 /sec is 

calculated to yield about 500 millicuries of Gd153 . Figure 17 shows a 

capsule prepared for irradiation. The sample is allowed to decay, 

following its removal from the reactor, in order to eliminate the short

lived isotopes, such as 18-h Gd161 and 7-d Tb161 . 

Approximately 570 watts are required to achieve direct beams of 

100 counts/min. A beam of this intensity lasts about 3 hours and yields 

satisfactory resonance intensities of 20 to 40% DB. The 11 throw-out" is 

about 15/L 
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ZN-3714 

Fig . 17 . Capsule prepared for i r radiation (gadolinium). The 
a l uminum fo il (top) is wrapped around the quartz to promote 
heat conduc t ion . 
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Results and Interpretation 

At beam temperatures, the J = 2, 3, 4, 5 levels are sufficiently 

populated to allow a. satisfactory spin search for each level. The data., 

shown on the graphs of Figs. 18 and 19, indicate the spin I = 3/2 for 

Gdl53. Decay of an I = 3/2 resonance exposure identifies:. the isotope 

as 236-d Gd153 • (See Fig. 20.) 

The shell-model state assignment for the 89th neutron is 5f
7

; 2 or 

6h
9

;
2

· The measured spin (I = 3/2) dif·fers considerably from the shell

model prediction and indicates that the Gd153 nucleus is probably deformed. 

For A = 153, the deformation is expected to be relatively smalL So, 

the collective-model orbital 3/2-1521) with 0.05 ~ 5 ~ 0.15 might be 

assigned to the odd neutron. However, Mottelson and Nilsson
28 

assign 

the orbital 3/2+ 1651) with the provision that 5 be small, even though 

this orbital corresponds to 5 > 0. 22 according to the diagram of Fig. 5·' 

A hyperfine-structure measurement for Gd153 might clarify the state 

assignment. 

Conclusion 

In Table I the spin of Gdl53 is listed with the spins and neutron 

state assignments of three other gadolinium isotopes. The empirical 

energy-level structure obtained from these results for the 89th through 

95th neutrons may be compared with that calculated by Mottelson and 

N"l 28 l sson. (See Fig. 5 ·) The spin of Gd159 is the only one that is in 

disagreement with the collective-model assignment. 
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Fig. 18. Gdl53 spin search at 2 Me. 
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Fig. 19. Gd153 spin search at vK = 4 Me. 
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Gdl53 

Resonance decay 
t112 = 2 36 days 

I I 

1o~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

3 9 15 21 27 33 
Time (weeks) 

MU-34109 

Fig. 20. 153 Gd resonance decay. 
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Table I. Spins, moments, and nucleon state assignments 
for some odd-A gadolinium isotopes. 

Neutron Magnetic Quadrupole 
Nuclei I state moment (nm) moment (barns) 

64 
Gdl53 3/2 3/2+1651) 

Gdl55 3/2 3/2-1521) 0.28(4)8, + l.lb 

Gdl57 3/2 3/2-1521) 0.38(5)8, +LOb 

Gdl59 3/2 3/2-1521) 
c 

a.. B. Bleaney, Nuclear Moments of the Lantha.nons, in Proceedings of 

the International Symposium on Quantum Electronics 3d, Paris, 

February 1963 (Columbia University Press, New York, 1964). 

b. D. Strominger, J. M. Hollander, and G. T. Seaborg, Rev. Mod. Phys. 

30, 585 (1958). 

c. A. Cabezas, I. Lindgren, and R. Marrus, Phys. Rev. 122, 1796 (19]1). 



B. Spin of ny159 

Introduction 

Cabezas inferred a ground-electronic configuration of 4r
10

6s
2 

for 

dysprosium and determined that the electrons are R-S coupled to a 5r 8 

ground-state term.3 5 For the 5r
8 

state, he measured gJ == - 1.24166(7). 

Butement determined the half life of Dy159 to be 134 d.37 

Experiment 

Dysprosium metal is only 0. 09% abundant in Dy158 • Therefore, 

dysprosium oxide (3 to 14% enriched in Dy158) was used in these experi-

ments. A six-week bombardment of 40 milligrams of the 14%-enriched Dy2o
3 

(cr == 100 barns) at a flux of 5Xlo
14 

neutrons/cm
2
/sec is calculated to 

yield about 4 curies of Dyl59. The oxide is placed in an aluminum 

cylinder before being sealed in the quartz capsule to fa.cili tate handling 

of the powder following irradiation (Fig. 21). The radioactive sample 

is allowed to decay for six weeks to diminish the shorter-lived isotopes. 

The major contaminants a.re probably Dy166 formed by double neutron capture 

166 a.nd Ho formed as follows: 

Dyl64 Dy165( 23 h) 
(n, y) 

-~ Dyl66 80 h Ho 166 ( 27 • 2 h) 
(n, y) r:;,-

A beam of dysprosium atoms is obtained by adding mischmeta.l, a 

mixture of lanthanum and cerium, to the oven inner liner. As the tempera.-

ture is raised themischmetal reacts with the dysprosium oxide, producing 

lanthanum or cerium oxide and dysprosium. Approximately 155 watts are 

required to obtain direct beams of 75 counts/min. The beam is fairly 

.. 

f• 
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ZN-4379 

Fig. 21. DysprosiUJn capsule prepared for irradiation: from left 
to right) alUJninUJn cylinder that contains oxide sample; alu-
minUJn cylinder sealed with alUJninUJn foil; and cylinder enclosed 
in quartz capsul e . 
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steady; it lasts for well over 10 hr and yields resonance intensities 

of 30 to 60% DB. Because of variations in the chemical reaction, the 

"throw-out11 varied from 7/l to 13/l. 

Results and Interpretation 

The first few experiments were complicated by the presence of Tb in 

the beam. In a. spin search a:t v = 2 Me, a large number of resonances 
K 

were observeq. giving the appe:a.rance of a braod ( 2-Mc-wide) resonance 

curve; most of these were attributed to Tb upon discovery that the 31o-

enriched oxide contained > 1% Tb (and ""'2% Ho). The results of a 

repeat spin search at vK = 2 Me, using the 14%-enriched oxide (0.05% Tb; 

O.lrjo Ho), are shown in Fig. 22. These results indicate the spin to be 

I= l/2 or. I= 3/2. However, at this field the I= l/2 and I= 3/2 

resonance frequencies are within a. line width of each other. To remove 

the arnbigui ty it was necessary to go to higher fields, where these 

· frequencies are separated by more than 200 kc. Data from the spin 

searches at vK = 4 Me and vK = 8 Me indicate the spin I = 3/2 

for Dy159 (Figs. 23 and 24). Decay of an I = 3/2 resonance is shown 

in Fig. 25. 

The measured spin of Dy159 (I = 3/2) is in agreement with the 

collective-model orbital assignment 3/2-1521) for the 93rd neutron.
28 

Conclusion 

The spins and neutron state assignments of six dysprosium isotopes, 

including Dy159, are listed in Table II. The empirical energy-level 
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Fig. 22. Dyl59 spin search a.t vK = 2 Me. 
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Fig. 23. Dy159 spin search at vK = 4 Me. 
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13/2 

Fig. 24. Dy159 spin search at vK = 8 Me. 
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Dyl59 

Resonance decay 

t
112

= 134 days 

0~--~----~--~----~--~ 
0 - 3 6 9 12 15 

Time (weeks) 

MU-34282 

Fig. 25. Dy159 resonance decay. 
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Table II. Spins, moments, and nucleon state a~signments 
for some odd-A dysprosium isotopes. 

Neutron Magnetic Quadrupole 
Nuclei I state moment (nm) moment (barns) 

D 155 
66 y 3/2 3/2+1651) (-) 0.21(5)a 

Dyl57 3/2 3/2-1521) (-) 0.32(2)a. 

Dyl59 3/2 3/2-1521) 

Dyl6l 5/2 5/2+ 1642) - 0.455(10) + L35(30)b 

Dyl63 5/2 5/2-1523) + 0.635(14) + L62(4o)b 

Dyl65 7/2 7/2+1633) c 

a. Q. 0. Navarro and D. A. Shirley, Phys. Rev. 123, 186 (1961). 

b. B. Bleaney, Nuclear Moments of the Lanthanons, in Proceedings of 

the International Symposium on Quantum Electronics 3d, Paris, 

February 1963 (Columbia University Press, New York, 1964). 
. ' 

c. A. Cabezas, I. Lindgren, and R. Marrus, Phys. Rev. 122, 1796 

(1961). 
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structure of the 89th through 99th neutrons obtained from these results 

is in gqod agreement with that shown in Fig. 5· The spin of Dy165 

suggests tha.t the Nilsson state 7/2+1633) lies below the l/2-1521) 

state. It is interesting that the state of the 95th neutron of Dy
161 

differs from that of the 95th neutron of Gd159 . 
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148 
Spin and Hyperfine Structure of Pm 

The ground term of promethium, which arises from the electronic 

configuration 4f56s
2

, is 6H.35 At beam temperatures (""" l000°C) both 

the J == 5/2 and J == 7/2 levels are relatively well populated. 

However, the J 5/2 level is not observed beca.us_e its gJ value, 

0.293,
10 

is too low to be deflected around the stopwire of the atomic

beam machine. For the J == 7/2 level Budick measured gJ ==- 0.8279(4).33 

Promethium has no stable isotopes. The half life of the isotope 

Pm
148 

is 5·3 d. 39 

Promethium-148 is interesting for two reasons: (a) it is an odd-

odd nucleus, so the spin and moments serve as a test of odd-odd coupling 

rules; (b) it lies close to the region (N == 88 to 90) where the transition 

from the shell model to the collective model occurs. 

Experiment 

Curie amounts of Pm147 are obtainable in chloride solution from the 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The chloride is converted to nitrate by 

adding an excess of nitric acid to the solution and heating it to dryness. 

This nitrate powder (""" l mg;) is irradiated for three weeks at the Materials 

T t . R t t . ld 2 5 · f Pm148 
es 1ng eac or o y1e . cur1es o . 

At first, the nitrate powder was prepared for irradiation by sealing 

it in platinum envelopes and encapsulating the envelopes in quartz. 

Later, the procedure was simplified by pipetting the nitrate solution 

directly into the quartz and heating it to dryness there. Figure 26 
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Fig. 26. Promethium capsules: from left to right) p latinum 
envelope for the nitrate powder; envelope sealed in qua~tz 
with quartz woo l; and quartz capsule containing the ni tratP 
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shows the platinum envelopes and quartz capsule. This preparation or 

chemistry is performed in a shielded glove box and manipulators a.re 

used. Figures 27 a.nd 28 show the shielded glove box and its interior. 

When the irradiated sarnple is received from the MTR, the quartz 

tube is opened at one end and a weak solution of nitric acid is added 

to dissolve the nitrate. This solution is pipetted into the oven inner 

liner and heated in air to 700°F to convert the nitrate to oxide. A 

reducing agent, mipchmetal, is added to the inner liner. 

In earlier experiments (spin searches), direct bearns of 600 count&(min 

were used. But higher direct bearns (""' 2000 counts/min) were needed a.s 

intermediate fields were approached. At these fields, resonance inten-

sities represented only a 2:1 ratio of signal to noise. The DB decay 

147 (Fig. 29) shows the presence of Pm , which contributes to machine 

background. If a. ground plate· is not used, approximately 180 watts a.re 

required to achieve direct beams of 2000 counts/min; these sarne direct 

bearns are obtained at 100 watts if a ground plate is used. 

Results 

The spin searches at vK == 2 Me a.nd vK == 4 Me clearly indicate 

the spin I == l for Pm
148 . (See Figs. 30 and 31.) So, there are three 

observable flop-in transitions for this isotope. These a.re illustrated 

in the Breit-Ra.bi diagram, Fig. 32. Typical ex, f), andY resonances are 

shown in Figs. 33 and 34. Confirmation that the observed resonances 

correspond to those of Pm
148 

is obtained by decay of the resonance 

exposures. (A typical resonance decay is shown in Fig. 35.) 
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ZN-4377 

Fig. 27. Exterior of shielded glove box for promethium chemistry . 
(The pipette controls are shown above the lead glass window . ) 
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ZN-4374 

Fig. 28. I nterior of shielded glove box for promethium chemistry . 
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Fig. 30. Pm
148 

spin search at v = 2 Me. The high point frorre
sponding to I= 3 and F = ~3/2 is attributed to Pm1 7. 
The frequency 1.759 Me lies within a line width of the Pml47 
(I = 7/2, J = 7/2) Zeeman frequency at this field. 
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Fig· 32 · Schema tic Breit- Rabi diagram for lln 148 (I " 1, J " '7 / 2) . 
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Fig. 33· Observed a and (3 transitions in Pm148 . 
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Fig. 35· Pm resonance decay. 
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Resonance data at fields between 67 and 375 gauss yield final 

values of a and b, 

a == + 1038(75) Me 

b == 98(103) Me 

and a more accurate gJ, 

gJ == - 0.8277(2) 

It is particularly interesting that the resonance frequencies are gi 

sensitive. If gi is allowed to vary, the HYPERFINE-3 program converges 

to 
-4 

gi == + (8.1± 4.2) X 10 

More than likely, the nuclear magnetic moment can be obtained directly 

from the measured gi simply by narrowing these resonance curves. The 

final printout of HYPERFINE-3 is shown in Table III. The quoted errors 

represent standard deviations. 

0 t t Pml48 . d n the basis of its beta decay, the ground s a e of was asslgne 

the spin I== 2-. 4° From the results of low-temperature nuclear-alignment 

experiments, Grant and Shirley.assigned the spin I== 1-.41 Our result 

(I== 1) is in agreement with Grant and Shirley's assignment. 

The result gJ ==- 0.8277(2) agrees with Budick's earlier measure

ment, gJ ==- 0.8279(4), and also with the theoretical gJ of Judd and 

Lindgren, - 0.8275.
10 

Interpretation 

The moments inferred from the measured interaction constants, a and 

b, are 
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Table III. Promethium-148 resonances and results of x2 test (g1 positi"\e). 

64.000(148) 

140.000(94) 

210.000(73) 
240.000(80) 

280.000(87) 

320.000(95) 
360.000(105) 
400.000(113) 
80.000(148) 

160.000(94) 
210.000(100) 

280.000(87) 
400.000(113) 

500.000(115) 

750.000(187) 
90.000(148) 

120.000(100) 

160.000(94) 

200.000(73) 

260.000(83) 

300.000(90) 

a = + 1038(75) Me 

b = - 98(103) Me 

( -4 
gi = + 8.1 ± 4.2) X 10 

x2 = 15.9 

H (G) 

66.914(112) 

117.682(54) 

154.669(36) 

169. 072( 38) 

187.403(39) 
204.989(41) 
222.017(44) 

238.617(46) 

79·131(108) 
128.873(51) 

154.669(49) 

187.403(39) 
238.617(46) 

278·795(45) 
374.692(70) 
86.252(102) 

105.803 ( 61) 

128.873(51) 

149. 711(37) 

178.346(38) 

196' 276( 40) 

v (Me) exp 

60.368(23) 

106.163(29) 

139.692(29) 
152.609(31) 

169-300(29) 
185.200(23) 

200.697(40) 

215.726(29) 
85.872(20) 

139·851(42) 
167 .800(45) 

203·368(48) 

259.156(37) 
302.764(42) 

407·332(40) 
128.781(45) 

158.179(57) 
192. 540(34) 

223·746(45) 
266.500(45) 

293·580(34) 

Residual (Me) 

0.035 
- 0.025 

0.050 

- 0.071 

0.017 
- 0.020 

0.036 
o.oo4 
0.019 
0.010 

- 0.051 
- 0.041 

0.075 
- 0.031 

0.015 

0.050 

0.207 

0.037 
0.027 

- 0.147 

0.033 

· Transitions ex F = 9/2 

F = 7/2 

F = 5/2 

~ = - l/2 ~- 3/2 

~ = l/2 ~- l/2 

~ = 3/2 ~ l/2 
f3 
y 

Transition 

ex 

ex 

ex 

ex 

ex 

ex 

ex 

ex 

f3 

f3 

f3 

f3 

f3 

f3 

f3 
y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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~I = + 2.07(21) nm 

Q(uncorr) = + 0.246(251) b 

These are calculated from Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) by using the Judd and 

Lindgren (l/r3) = 4.87/a3.lO The quadrupole moment has not been 
0 

42 
corrected for the Sternheimer effect. These values for the magnetic 

moment are in agreement with Grant and Shirley's I~ I = 1.82 ± 0.19 nm. 
41 

The quoted error in the magnetic moment includes a 2% correction 

for the breakdown of Russell-Saunders coupling38 and a 5% uncertainty 

for (l/r3). However, there is some indication that the Freeman and 

Watson (l/r3 ) values are more appropriate for the earlier elements in 

the rare-earth region while those of Judd and Lindgren are more appro

priate for the heavier elements. 10' 11 So, the uncertainty in (l/r3 ) may 

be greater than 5%· 

Conclusion 

The results indicate that Pm
148 

is described by the shell model. 

The nuclear configuration is probably g
7

; 2 for the proton and (f
7

; 2)5J2 

for the neutrons. These assignments are consistent with the measured 

spin I = l. 

The shell-model prediction for the magnetic moment is in good 

agreement with the empirical value. Assuming j- j coupling among the 

odd nucleons, one may use Eq. (2.9) to calculate the moment: 

~I = + 1·796 nm 

If the quenched g- factors, gsp = 4.0 and gsn = - 2.4 (Ref. 25), are used, 

~I = + 1.934 nm 
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If the empirical g-factors are used, 

!J.r = + L 797 run 

where gjp = + 0.915 
147 is calculated from the moment of Pm · (Ref. 38) 

and gjn = (+) 0.21·· is calculated from the moment of Nd147 (Ref. 43). 

The assumption of pure j-j coupling and the state assignments 

rc(g
7

; 2) v(f
7

; 2);J2 may be employed to predict the ratio o~ the quadru

pole moments of Pm148 and Pm147 (Ref. 38) to be 

3C(C-l) - 4J (J +l)I(I+l) 
I 

p p . 
Q Q - = 0.286 

148 147- J (2J -l)(2I+l)(2I+3) 
p p 

·where C = I(I+l) + J (J +l) - J (J +l) and J = 7/2, J = 5/2. This p p n n p n 

ratio and the value ~47 =0.7(3) barns3
8 

yield the prediction 

Q148 = + 0.20(9) barns, which is close to the measured value of 

+ 0.246(251) barns. This is a striking confirmation of pure j-j 

coupling between the nucleons. 

Comparison of the moments of Pm
148 

(N = 87) with those of Pm
147 

and Pm151 (Ref. 38) confirms that collective effects do not become 

important for the promethium isotopes until N ~ 88. The results for 

these isotopes are listed below to show the marked difference in their 

quadrupole moments: 

IJ.I Q 

Pml47 3.2(3) run 0.7(3) b 

Pml48 2.07(21) run 0.246(251) b 

Pml5l 1.8(2) run 1.9(3) b 

li-
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165 Hyperfine Structure of Er 

Erbium has a ground electronic configuration of 4f
12

6s
2

. For the 

ground-state term 3H
6

, Cab~zas measured gJ = - 1.164(5) (Ref. 35); and 

Doyle obtained the more accurate value, gJ = - 1.16381(5) (Ref. 44). 

The half life of Er165 is 9·9(1) h. 45 Budick measured the spin to 

be I= 5/2 (Ref. 46). 

Erbium-165 represents the fourth in a series of odd-A erbium 

isotopes whose moments have been determined. Comparison of these 

moments may reveal information about the coupling of the odd neutron 

165 with the core. The results for Er follow; and those for the other 

isotopes are given in Table IV. 

Experiment 

165 Three methods were used to produce Er : neutron bombardment of 

erbium metal; proton bombardment of holmium metal; neutron bombardment 

of erbium oxide. 

171 
Some of the resonances observed in atomic-beam experiments on Er 

were attributed to the much less abundant Er165 (Ref. 48). For this 

reason, it was thought the same method of beam production could be used 

in performing similar experiments on Er165. However, the quantity of 

target material was increased to 900 milligrams of erbium metal because 

Er165 represented only 0.02% of the beam. Direct beams of 2500 counts/min 

165 were needed in order to observe Er resonances; even then, the resonanres 

were not very intense (2:1 ratio of signal to noise). 



Table IV. Results for some odd-A erbium isotopes. 

Nuclei I 
Neutron 
state Magnetic moment data. Quadrupole moment data. Reference 

. 169 
Er l/2 1/2-!521) 

* 

f.!I = - 0.564(7) * nm 

a. = - 120.4864 Me 

f.!I(corr) = + 0.513(25) nm 

gi(uncorr) = + 5·55(27) X 10-4 

a. = + 725.46(31) Me 

f.!I(corr) = ± 0.697(48) nm 

a.=± 197.0(2.9) Me 

Q = + 2.82(4) b * 

b = - 4552.96 Me 

Q(uncorr) = + 2.37(20)b 

b = ± 3646(106) Me 

a. 

b 

c 

These moments are taken from a. tabulation by B. Blea.ney, Nuclear Moments of the Lantha-

nons, in Proceedings of the International Symposium on Quantum Electronics 3d, Paris, 

February 1963 (Columbia. University Press, New York, 1964). 

a.. K. F. Smith (University of Sussex, Brighton, Sussex, England), private communication. 

b. See Ref. 44. 

c. See Ref. 48. 

I 
OJ 
+ 
I 
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Therefore, an attempt was made to obtain large amounts of Er165 by 

bombarding Ho
166 

with 13 to 15-MeV protons in the 88-inch cyclotronj the 

proton currents are ""'15 ~· (Figure 36 shows the cyclotron target.) 

A beam was easily produced by direct evaporation of the erbium from the 

target material. But, even though l gram of target material was bombarded 

6 to 14 hours, the Er165 activity was insufficient to produce direct beams 

lasting for more than l hour. 

Finally, an erbium oxide (30 to 40% enriched in Er
164

) was neutron-

irradiated at the General Electric Test Reactor. Mischmetal proved 

effective in reducing the oxide. 

One hundred milligrams of the oxide sample yields direct beams of 

300 counts/min, which last for more than 7 hours. These direct beams 

contain mostly Er165 (Fig. 37), so resonances are very intense and easily 

observed. 

Results 

Four transitions were observed in Er165 j these are shown on the 

Breit-Rabi diagram, Fig. 38. Some of the resonance data were obtained 

from the oxide sample and some from the metal sample. Typical resonance 

curves are shown in Figs. 39 through 42. One of these (Fig. 40) clearly 

illustrates the difference between the resonance intensities for the 

oxide and metal samples. In each case, the isotope was identified by 

the resonance decay (Fig. 43). 
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••• 
~=· 

ZN-4381 

Fig . 36 . Erbium cyclotron target . First row (left to right): 
absorber) foil frame) backing plate ) cover ; second row : 
assembled target ) cover foil ( 0 . 001-inch) ) and holmium di scs . 
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Er 165 

! DB decay 
(oxide) 

~ t 112 =10hr 

t: t 

4 

~~ 'i!--, 
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! 
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MU-34111 

Fig. 37. Er165 direct beam decay (oxide). 
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Er 165 

!=5/2 J=6 

MU-34117 

Fig. 38. Schematic Brei t-Ra.bi diagram for Er165 (I = 5/2, J = 6). 

.•. 
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5.0 vK =300 Me 2.0 vK= 350Mc 
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\ 1.0 
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Q) 
.0 

r; 
~ 
"0 

c 8 Q) r u 
~ vK=410 Me vK=350Mc Q) 

a. 
2.0 

1.0 f 

342.090 342.390 342.690 

Frequency (Me) 

MU-3Al23 

Fig. 39· Observed Y and 5 transitions in Er
165 

(metal). 
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165 171 Fig. 40. (a.) Observed a transitions :j,.n Er a.nd Er (metal). 
(b) Observed a transitions in Er1b5 and Er171 (oxide). 
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Fig. 4L Three M = 0 tra.nsi tions observed in Er
165 

at 
vK = 20 Me (oxide) . 
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Fig. 42. Observed ex and t3 transitions in Er
165 

(oxide). 
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Fig. 43. (a) Er165 resona.nce decay, showin~ the presence of 
49-h Erl72 in the beam (metal). (b) Er 65 resonance decay 
(oxide) . 
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Resonance data. were obtained at fields between 25 and 243 gauss; 

these data yield final values of 

a= ±195(6) Me 

b + 3502(115) Me 

Table V contains the final print-out of HYPERFINE-3. The quoted a. and 

b are the averages of the values for g1 positive and g1 negative; quoted 

errors include the extremes of both positive and negative g1 . 

Interpretation 

From the measured interaction constants, a. and b, the moments of 

165 Er are 

and 

with 

1-Lr = ± 0.652(29) nm 

Q(uncorr) = ± 2.22(9) b 

Q/iJ. > 0 

The quadrupole moment has not been corrected for the Sternheimer core

polarization- effect,~since- thi-s- correction _has_ a_large_uncerta.in~y__:_ 4_
2 
__ 

The Fermi-Segre formula [Eq. (2.7)] and the measured moment of 

Er167 were used to ca.lcula.te the magnetic moment of Er165 . The qua.dru-

pole moment was calculated from Eq. (2.6b) using 

from Er167 results. This value of (l/r3) compares favorably with the 

Judd and Lindgren va.lue, 9.66(48)/a3 (Ref. 10). 
0 

Quadrupole moments in the rare-earth region are expected to be 

positive. Since Q/1-L > 0 for E 165 
r ' it follows that the magnetic 

moment of E 165 . . t. r lS posl lve. A collective-model state assignment 

-·· 

~. 
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Table v. 

gi 

positive 
negative 

VK (Me) 

20.000(50) 

50.000(75) 
140. 000 ( 11~0) 

170.000(100) 

210.000(120) 

20.000(50) 

50.000(75) 

20.000(50) 

300.000(130) 

350.000(140) 

Jno. ooo( 175) 

20.000(50) 

300.000(130) 

350.000(140) 

.. 

2 Erbium-165 resonances and results of X test (g_ positive and negative). 
1 

a (Me) 6a (Me) b (Me) 6b (Me) 

194.316 5.044 - 3492.875 105.802 
195.181 5.042 - 3510.431 105.721 

Residual (Me) 

x2 

1.89 
2.15 

H (G) v (Me) g > 0 < r'l Transition 
I gi v exp 

25.387(57) 59·782(200) 0.002 o.oo:.;_ a 

55 .192(66) 133·044(120) o.o48 o.·J37 a: 
1"C? r8'"'(8") .. Ll.( ·0 c .L 291-900(200) 0.07~- o.oC4 ci 

134.255(53) 334.670(180) 0.013 o.oo6 a 

154.669(59) 387.670(150) - 0.066 - 0.068 a 

25 ,387( 57) 62.324(120) 0.052 0.01+9 t3 

55·192(66) 133. 98~- ( 140) 0.095 0.090 p 

25.387(57) 69.564(100) - o.oo4 - 0.007 y 

196.276(57) 537·188(80) - 0.075 - 0.102 j 

217.804(59) 595-856(150) - 0.120 - 0.150 j 

242. 712(72) 663. 81~4 ( 1~~0) 0.014 - 0.020 j 

25.387(57) . 79·958(140) 0.165 0.164 5 

196.276(57) 617 .092(11~0) - 0.115 - O.lll 5 

217.804(59) 685. 24o ( 1~~0) 0.079 0.088 5 

Transitions a F = ,71? ]'11,-, = - 3/2 (----7 - 7/2 ..1...1/- .r 
0 F = 15/2 M = - l/ 2 (---7 - 5 I'""' !---' F I c. 

y F = n/? ---'1 '-- f;? = l/2 ~- 3/2 

5 F = ll/2 MF=3/2~- l/2 

I 
\0 
'vl 

I 
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5/2-1523) for the 97th neutron gives a positive moment, as well as the 

correct spin. However, the magnitude of the moment predicted by the 

collective model is considerably greater than the empirical moment 

[1-l = + 0.652(29) nm]; the collective model prediction lies between 

T] 6 0""' 0.3 

and 

1-lr = + 1.223 nm 

1-lr = + 1.122 nm T] = 4 0""' 0.2 

These 1-1 values were calculated from Eq. (2.13) by using the a£,D±l/2 

coefficients for N = 5 D = 5/2 from Ref. 28 and gR = z/A. The above 

limits were chosen because Er165 has a deformation 6 = 0.238(11). 

This was estimated from the measured quadrupole moment and Eq. (2.15). 

Conclusion 

Since Er165 and Erl7l have the same spin, their hyperfine structures 

were expected to be similar. This is confirmed by the results for these 

two isotopes. (See Results above and Table IV.) But, interestingly, 

Q/1-l < 0 for Er17l, indicating that its moment is negative. This is 

explained by the different state assignments for. the 97th and l03rd 

neutrons: 

Refer to Eq. (2.14). Since g./!, = 0 and gs = - 3.826 for the neutron, 

the dominant term in this equation is ± g (l/2), where the upper sign 
s 

holds if D = A + l/2 and the lower sign holds if D = A - l/2. The 

state assignment 5/2-1523) for the 97th neutron has D =A- l/2, whereas 

the state assignment 5/2-1512) for the l03rd neutron has D = A + l/2. 

Thus, the moments differ in sign. •· 
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APPENDIX 

a.nd qJ may be written explicitly as 

-7 -7 -7 
3r. ( r. · s.) 

l l l } 

2 
r. 

l 

* where the sum is over electrons. For the Hund's rule ground-state term 

of the configuration .RP, the expectation values of these operators may 

be written as8 ' 49 

(~ ) = -
z 

2fl (l/~3)[J(J+l) + L(L+l) - S(S+l) 
0 2(J+l) 

+ 2(2L-n2) [L(L+l)[J(J+l) + S(S+l) - L(L+l)] 

n2(2L-l)(2£-l)(2£+3) 2(J+l) 
(A.l) 

3 [J(J+l) - L(L+l) - S(S+l)][J(J+l) + L(L+l) - S(S+l)]]} 
4 (J+l) 

where n is the number of electrons for a shell that is less than half 

filled and n is the number of holes for a shell that is more than half 

filled; and 

2 
+ (l/ 3)[3K(K-l) - 4L(L+l)J(J+l)][ (21-n) ] 

r (2L-l)(J+l)(2J+3) n(2£-l)(2£+3) 
(A.2) 

where K J(J+l) + L(L+l) - S(S+l). The upper sign in Eq. (A.2) is 

used for a shell less than half filled (n = number of electrons) and the 

lower sign is used for a shell more than half filled (n = number of 

holes). 

* This ground-state term has S- ~ and L = %(2£- n + l). 

-·· 
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